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Abstract - Aluminum and its combinations give the arrangement in numerous applications as it is light in weight, solid and 

is very and effectively recyclable. Great part is substantial measure of material is accessible for reusing that is effortlessly 

reused by only 10% vitality required to create ,without falling apart the properties so lessening the cost. Aluminum is 

progressively the " material of decision" due to quality and ecological focal points. What's to come is having part of extent of 

expanding application, as there is parcel of assortments of aluminum compounds. AA 6061 material has exceptionally basic 

applications so more accentuation is on expanding the strength of materials via completing legitimate treatment cycle. In this 

exploration work alongside the convectional warm treatment cryogenic treatment is done. The technique, succession and the 

parameters of treatment are set. The 6061 aluminum compound is generally utilized as a part of numerous mechanical 

applications where for the most part disappointment happens because of wear. To enhance wear, hardness and surface 

harshness assumes critical part. Diverse warmth treatment, cryogenic cycle and their grouping of treatment are contemplated 

for yielding better hardness and surface wrap up the life. This work is conveyed with essential T6 treatment and halfway 

cryogenic treatment at various process parameters demonstrating the adjustments in hardness and surface harshness, finding 

the best possible cycle and parameters of medications enhancing the properties. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Aluminum is most plenteous metal in earth hull and 

is second biggest utilized metal and biggest 

nonferrous industry in world. This material utilize 

ought to be expanded to most extreme in however 

many quantities of uses as could reasonably be 

expected, so its properties should be as yet enhanced 

by giving legitimate medications. The real 

disappointment of aluminum mechanical parts is 

because of wear so more accentuation is to decrease 

wear disappointment. The components influencing 

wear are hardness and surface unpleasantness. Work 

is done to enhance its properties by resea rchers. The 

impact of cryogenic preparing on surface 

unpleasantness of age hardenable AA6061 amalgam 

is contemplated demonstrating change in surface 

harshness of this compound having a decent surface 

complete in the wake of machining [1]. Agents at 

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) contemplated 

the potential advantages of cryogenic treatment for 

aviation aluminum compounds revealing the impacts 

of cryogenic treatment on leftover pressure, elasticity, 

hardness, weakness life, and stress erosion splitting 

protection [2]. The improvement of the cryogenic 

handling Al-Cu amalgams is examined [3]. The 

impacts of cryogenic treatment on heading, riggings 

and motor segments to decrease wear and enhance 

execution to upgrade grease is examined, bringing 

about the most extreme execution of greased up 

segments, and can essentially broaden segment 

life[4]. The impact of cryogenic medications on 

 

6061 aluminum composite is examined appearing; the 

impact of cryogenic warm treatment on the room 

temperature quality, hardness, and strength of 

aluminum 6061-T651, ponder is done to much 

outrageous states of treatment at 2 and 48 hr. of 

cryogenic treatment. The information demonstrate 

that there was no measurably huge impact on 

fundamental properties because of a 2-hr. cryogenic 

treatment. There was a slight increment in quality and 

sturdiness and a slight diminishing in hardness 

because of 48 hr. of cryogenic treatment [5]. No 

clarification concerning how cryogenic medications 

could influence the properties of the compound is 

given additionally no middle of the road conditions 

were considered. In the present work experimentation 

is done at various process parameters for fundamental 

T6 treatment and middle of the road cryogenics 

amongst solutionizing and maturing treatment. The 

adjustments in this example treated material for 

hardness and surface harshness is checked. Among 

various investigations done at various dousing time 

for both the cases, best outcome giving procedure is 

discovered, that is all the more expanding the 

hardness and diminishing the surface harshness 

stressing the noteworthiness of cryogenic treatment. 

II. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTATION 

2.1 Material 

The material 6061 aluminum compounds is high 

quality low thickness of 2.8 g/cm3material. It is 
utilized for number of uses in flying machine, car, 
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marine, sports gear' s, funneling frameworks, high 

weight water powered units, mechanical segments 

and so forth. This aluminum amalgams is age 

hardenable, fashioned and warm treatable 

combination having zinc in most extreme extent and 

different components are magnesium, copper, 

chromium as hardener and less measure of iron, 

silicon, manganese and titanium with adjust 

aluminum. The examples of the 6061 aluminum 

composites were set up by wire cutting in the span of 

18x16x14 mm as appeared in fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 2. T6 Treatment Fig.3.Solutionizing + Cry. Treatment + 

Aging 

 

B. Cryogenic Treatment 

Cryogenic is low temperature treatment underneath 

123K. The cryogenic procedure influences both the 

mechanical and metallurgical properties. Inside T6 

treatment middle of the road cryogenic process is 

conveyed by dunking tests in fluid nitrogen tank at - 

196°C for 12 hrs. as appeared in fig. 3. 

 

2.3 Measurements 

After the experimentation the segments were checked 

for the adjustments in hardness and surface harshness 

of the material which influence the wear mos 
 

 

 
2.2 Method 

 
 

Fig. 1. Samples 

A. Hardness 

Hardness is estimated by utilizing a standard Brinell 

hardness testing machine ,agreement with ASTM E10 

Two sort of medications are done, fundamental T6 

treatment and middle of the road cryogenic 

treatment in T6. Cryogenic is perpetual treatment 

influencing the whole area or majority of the 

segment. The impact of cryogenic treatment with 

convectional warm treatment is examined for 

changes in hardness and surface harshness 

influencing the wear protection property of 

material. 

 

A. T6 Treatment 

The prior utilizations of AA 6061 in air transportation 

and all the mechanical applications utilizes the 

compound in the T6 condition, which is portrayed by 

the most elevated extreme and yield qualities [6]. T6 

is done in two stages one solutionizing and second 

maturing as appeared in fig. 2. In solutionizing 

material is warmed to 4650C doused at this 

temperature for 1, 2 and 3 hrs. Where in the alloying 

constituents are framing strong arrangements and 

quick extinguishing in water hold the constituents in a 

supersaturated strong arrangement. At that point 

maturing is completed in which test is warmed to 

1200C doused for 20 hrs and cooled in air. Maturing 

to room temperature takes into account a controlled 

precipitation of the constituents in this way 

accomplishing expanded hardness and quality [7]. 

guidelines. Three readings were taken of every 

example when treatment at various areas and the 

normal esteem were considered for more precision. 

B. Surface Roughness 

The surface unpleasantness was estimated by 

harshness analyzer stylus test write Mitutoyu Surf test 

SJ- 201P.Checking when treatment at three diverse 

area and normal esteem was considered 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

 

Medications were done on three examples for each 

splashing period. Normal of three readings for each 

example of three examples for hardness and surface 

harshness were estimation when the treatment to 

contemplate percent changes as appeared in table 1, 2 

and fig. 4, 5, 6 and 7 separate 
 

Table 1 T6 –Treatment 
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Table 2 S.T + C.T + Aging Treatment 

 

diminishes with expanding the drenching time frame 

somewhat expanding the surface contortion 

expanding the unpleasantness. The examples 

subjected to - 193°C temperature amid cryogenic 

treatment gets the aluminum framework which 

decreases void, internaldefects and grids parameters 

expanding volume division bringing about expanded 

quality and wrap up.   For the essential T6 treatment 

as appeared in table 1 and fig. 4, 5 it is discovered 

that there is diminish in the hardness of tests for every 

one of the three trials and for 2 hrs of absorbing 

lessening hardness is greatest. In the event that we see 

the pattern the adjustment in hardness is expanding 

and after that diminishing with expanding splashing 

time. The greatest abatement in hardness is watched 

for 2 hrs of dousing period. Comparative pattern is 

watched for surface unpleasantness, for 2 hrs of 

splashing the surface harshness diminish is most 

extreme 

 

giving great surface wrap up, that 2 hrs I s adequate 

for finish solutionizing of the substance in material 

prompting super immersed strong arrangement of this 

substance. Maturing decays the super soaked strong 

answer for finely scattered encourage at first less so 

less diminishing in hardness. The fine encourage 

increments with time so for 2 hrs drenching hardness 

diminish is greatest yet with still increment in time 

coursing of hasten begins to happen diminishing 

lessening in the hardness. For fine encourage of 2 hrs 

surface unpleasantness diminishment is additionally 

most extreme giving great surface wrap up. From the 

outcome as appeared in table 2 and fig. 6, 7 of 

moderate cryogenic treatment it is discovered that 

there is increment in hardness of the material on 

account of process. The percent expansion of 

hardness is more for 1 hr. drenching of solutionizing 

and the rate of expanding the hardness diminishes 

with increment in the splashing hours. There is 

diminish in surface unpleasantness with middle 

cryogenic treatment. The pattern watched for surface 

unpleasantness is like the hardness; the rate of surface 

harshness diminish with drenching period. From the 

outcome it is discovered that for middle cryogenic 

treatment the percent expansion in the hardness is 

more with solutionizing for 1 hr splashing and the 

percent rate diminishes with increment in dousing 

period. So also rate diminish in surface harshness is 

more for 1 hr dousing and the rate 

 
Fig.4.T6-Effect on Hardness 

 
Fig.5.T6-Effecton Surface Roughness 

 
Fig.6.ST+CT+Aging effect on surface roughness 

 
Fig7.ST+CT+Aging effect on hardness 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

From the experimental results following conclusions 

are drawn□There is decrease in the hardness of 

material by basic T6 treatment.□ The hardness of 

material increases with intermediate cryogenic 

treatment.□ Both the types of process reduce the 

surface roughness.□        For   basic   T6   treatment 

we get better results of hardness and surface 

roughness for 2 hrs of soaking during 

solutionizing.□ For intermediate   cryogenic 

treatment we get better results for hardness and 

surface roughness for 1 hr of soaking during 

solutionizing.□ Cryogenic treated shows better 

properties than just basic T6   treatment.□ 

Cryogenic treatment carried is of help as it improves 

the hardness and reduces surface roughness. 
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